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detection
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A common finding in traffic safety research is 
that people, and especially young males, 

overestimate their driving skill. 



Another finding can be summarised as:

”It is the others that violate the rules NOT 
me”.”



Another finding can be summarised as:

”It is the others that violate the rules NOT 
me.”

Some of our results:



Field study on 50 km/h roads 
(Sweden):

N=532

Observed speed

Mean speed on the road 52 km/h

Percentage faster than  60km/h:  16%

Intervjews

Mean of self reported speed 51 km/h

Estimated proportion of others faster thnan 60 km/h 53%

Estimated mean speed on the road: 61 km/h

(Åberg, Larsen, Glad & Beilinson, 1997)



Field study on 50 km/h roads 
(Denmark):

N=409

Observed speed

Mean speed on the road 53 km/h

Percentage faster than  60km/h:  23%

Intervjews

Mean of self reported speed 53 km/h

Estimated proportion of others faster thnan 60 km/h 55%

Estimated mean speed on the road: 64 km/h

(Åberg, Larsen, Glad & Beilinson, 1997)



Field study on 90 km/h roads 
(Sweden):

N=684

Observed speed

Mean speed on the road 91 km/h

Percentage faster than  100km/h:  23%

Intervjews

Mean of self reported speed 90 km/h

Estimated proportion of others faster thnan 60 km/h 57%

(Haglund & Åberg, 2001)



60%

34%

6%

More often
overtaken

Same

Overtakes more
often

Drivers’ views of overtakings (N=530)

(Å(Haglund & Åberg, 2001)



40%

48%
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Slower

Same

Faster

Drivers perception of own speed compared to others
(N=680)



Speeding of others is easy to observe but
there are other abberrant behaviours not 
so obvious.



Will visibility decrease biased estimates of 
others’ behaviour?



Abberrant driver behaviour DBQ-SWE 
(Åberg & Rimmö, 1998):

32 items; N=2124; 
29% females and 71% males;
Mean age 42 years

Violations
Mistakes
Inattention
Inexperience



Violations
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Age

young old
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Females
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Inattention
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Inexperience

Frequency
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In a study in Dalarna, Sweden subjects 
estimated other drivers behaviour on 
the DBQ-questions. 

” How often during the two last years 
have you perceived other drivers do
the following?”

N=127; 
61% females and 39% males; 
Mean age 36 years

(Afram & Nilsson, 2005)



Results: Other drivers behaviour on
DBQ-SWE questions.

Contrary to Self Reports

- There were no differences in answers 
between Females and Males
- There were no effects of age



Comparisons on 4 x 8 items between: 

Self reports (N=2124) 

and 

Estimates of others behaviour (N=127)

1 = never; 6 = always



Violations, own and others

1 2 3 4 5 6

Overtake slowing

Driving close

Illegal parking I

Illegal parking II

speed up at lights

Speeding low traffic

Speeding to follow
flow

Speeding overtaking

Others
Self



Mistakes, own and others

1 2 3 4 5 6

enter in front of other

Misjudge gap to
oncoming

Cut bends

Turn in path of
oncoming

Misjudge gap
overtaking

Misjudge speed exiting

Underestimate speed
of oncoming

Misjudge road surface

Others
Self



Inattention, own and others

1 2 3 4 5 6

Fail to notice sign

Not notice new signs

Not notice green arrow

Miss exit

Miss green signal

Drive to wrong place

Uncertain at parking
lot

Miss sign, lost

Others
Self



Inexperience, own and others

1 2 3 4 5 6

Wrong switch

Wrong gear reversing

try to shift into higher
gear

Shift into wrong gear

Too low gear

Forget loosing p-brake

Forget gear check with
hand

Forget to dip lights

Others
Self



Abberrant driver behaviour, own 
and others (32 items)

1
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4
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6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Own

O
th

er
s violation

mistake
inattention
inexperience
reference

r(OwnxOthers)=.86



Abberrant driver behaviour, own and 
others (24 items - viol. excl.)

1
2
3
4
5
6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Own

O
th

er
s mistake

inattention
inexperience
reference

r(OwnxOthers)=.62



”Rough” estimates of visibility

Visibility
High Medium Low

Violations 8 - -
Mistakes 4       3 1
Inattention - 4 4
Inexperience 1 - 7



Examples:

High visibility:
Deliberately speed……
Illegal parking
Forget lights on full beam

Medium visibility:
Fail to notice green light
Misjudge speed at exit

Low visibility:
Forget parking brake…
Miss exit on motorway..



Abberrant driver behaviour, own 
and others - visibility of behaviour
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Own
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low vis.
reference



Abberrant driver behaviour, own 
and others - visibility of behaviour

1
2
3
4
5
6

1 2 3 4 5 6

Own

O
th

er
s high vis.

medium vis.
low vis.
reference





Conclusions

- Drivers perceptions of others abberrant 
behaviour are biased

- Visibility of behaviours might have some 
effects on perceived behaviour, but seems 
to increase bias



So, according to our results:

Drivers seem to think that they themselves 
are normal while others commit Violations, 
makes Mistakes, are Inatttentive, and act 
Inexperienced more often



.



A driver does not believe that she or he is
better than others. 
It is the others that are worse.



A driver does not believe that she or he is
better than others. 
It is the others that are worse.

From experience one learns that behaviour
is safe. 
Unsafe behaviours must be problems of 
others



A driver does not believe that she or he is
better than others. 
It is the others that are worse.

From experience one learns that behaviour
is safe. 
Unsafe behaviours must be problems of 
others

Information about irresponsibility and risky 
behaviours is of no concern to an ordinary
driver.
This information is for the others.

b



”Devices like Alco-lock or 
mandatory ISA are necessary for 
other drivers”

”I do not need them”



Thank you for listening
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